Seven
Commandments

of Good Therapy

Dr. Margaret Rutherford

I have found that many people don't know what to look for
in a therapist. What questions to ask. What they should
expect. This book offers the basic tenets of good therapy
practices. You can use it as a primer to evaluate a potential
therapist or one you already see. It is meant to help guide
you toward finding and ultimately enjoying the benefits of
the challenging work that therapy can provide.

- Dr. Margaret Rutherford

The Process of Choosing a Therapist
It can be tricky. Finding a good fit between therapist and patient is vitally
important to the success of therapy. In fact, study after study has shown
that the therapeutic alliance is one of the strongest components in healing.
How do you evaluate someone when choosing a therapist? What
questions do you ask? How do you know things are going well?
I am going to answer those questions.
Following are examples of what you should never experience. Terrible
therapy. Awful mistakes by therapists that set up confusing reactions in
patients.
I have used Mr. Jeff Foxworthy's Southern comedy act “You Might Be A
Redneck”as inspiration. He dryly drawls such truisms as, "You might be a
redneck if you keep a can of Raid on the kitchen table,” or, “Your porch
collapses and kills more than three dogs."
Especially funny stuff if you live in the South. Where hound dogs and cans
of Raid abound.

“You Might Have A Lousy Therapist If...”
Don't let the humor mask the seriousness of the errors. These
are actual examples told to me by patients or friends.

1.

If he calls and asks for a donation to his favorite charity organization.
Invites you to go with him on vacation. You might feel special but
it's not right.

2.

If she talks about her weight. Compares her weight to yours. Yikes.
Too much personal information. Probably has an untreated disorder
herself.

3.

If she tends to nod off after about twenty minutes. You talk a little
louder to get her attention. She starts snoring. She goes to
sleep!!! (The patient actually walked out of the session without her
therapist waking up).

4.

Number 3 continues for several sessions. Number 3 ever happens.

5.

If he doesn’t send you a statement for several months. Never is
clear about what you owe per session. Then presents you with a bill
for over $1500. Leaves you in a position of having shared intimate
things and now perhaps you're angry. Or feeling that advantage was
taken.

6.

If he or she offers you a glass of wine "since you are the last
patient for the day." You are invited into a more "private”
room. Again, messages that you are special. Patients with
histories of previous neglect, abuse or low self-esteem would
be highly susceptible to this.

7.

If he answers his cell phone in a non-emergency call during the
session without a given reason or apology. Makes an
appointment with another patient during your session. I
mean… really.

8.

If your therapist texts or imparts information to anyone about
your sessions without your knowledge or written consent.
Texting your mom or your spouse? Shouldn't be done.

9.

If you feel like you are “chatting” with her frequently. Maybe
you stay because she is "sweet" and you feel that you can't
disappoint her!

10. If your symptoms are not getting better and you are doing your
part for that to occur, meaning following through with
therapeutic suggestions, homework, reading, perhaps
medication trials, exercise, etc..

What makes this list most frightening is that that things occur and the patient
doesn't realize they are unethical. Or just bad practice.
And that patient keeps going. Maybe even gets hurt. Badly.

Hallmarks Of Great Therapy
Now let's talk about what you can and should expect from a good therapist.

1. A Good Therapist Should Respect Boundaries.
The therapist knows intimate things about his/her patient which innately
establishes a power difference. Thus, any contact between patient and therapist
other than the one that occurs in therapy should be avoided to help ensure that
the patient feels safe. If a relationship has existed prior to the therapeutic one or
if one is established afterward, there needs to be a thoughtful discussion about
its effect on the patient and the therapeutic process. Offering a glass of wine or
getting together outside of the office reflect both extremely poor judgement by
the therapist and/or potential grooming for sexual abuse. I would recommend
leaving that therapist's care immediately and seeking another professional's help
with probable reporting needed.

2. A Good Therapist Must Offer And Honor Confidentiality Agreements.
Giving out any kind of information to a family member or anyone else is a
gross error in confidentiality. So many patients have been hurt by this and
distrust therapists because of it. The only information that must be shared is
imminent suicidal or homicidal danger or some other kind of true selfdestructiveness that is simply too dangerous to not be told. Even then, it
needs to be shared carefully. Written permission needs to be given even to
provide information to a referring physician!

3. A Good Therapist Should Only Carefully Self-Reveal.
A therapist talking too much about him/herself is a fairly frequent complaint. If
your therapist shares something that is pertinent to your treatment, that can be
considered appropriate.
4. A Good Therapist Should Have Understandable, Well-Documented
Business Practices.
Folks who are attracted to the practice of mental health are not always the best
business people. That doesn't mean you should accept lousy. The section
below gives more detail about specific clean and ethical business practices you
should expect from any good therapist.

5. A Good Therapist Should Be Completely Attentive.
The therapeutic relationship is different from every other relationship you
have in your life. Your therapist should actively listen and respond very
carefully to what you are saying, for as long as you are in the room. Going to
sleep or talking on the phone reflects total failure of the therapist to respect
the time and emotional vulnerability of his/her patients.
6. A Good Therapist Is Professionally Accountable For Your Healing And
Care.
The therapist should be keeping track of tangible markers of progress. If you
are having problems sleeping, she should be asking you if you are still having
problems with that. If you are having panic attacks, are you having fewer of
them? There are certain psychiatric illnesses and characterological disorders
that are more difficult to treat. Make sure you know if your practitioner has
diagnosed you with one of those conditions. You and your practitioner
should be having discussions about whether or not treatment is working!
7. A Good Therapist Should Provide Their Technique Consistently And
Should Be Able To Create A Safe, Therapeutic Alliance With You.
Research has shown that if you believe and trust that your therapist knows
what they are doing - and that they do it consistently, the relationship will be
helpful to you. If that is established and maintained, then healing can occur.

What That Looks Like Pragmatically
When you enter therapy, a good therapist should have you read and sign
documents that help you understand how their office works. He or she, or
perhaps their staff, should make sure you understand this documentation.
1) You should sign a well-written consent to treatment and a
confidentiality agreement. That agreement should include information on
what the therapist charges. HIPAA documents should be made available to
you. (I have included mine at the end of this book for you to look over. It’s is
not perfect. It's just mine.)

2) You should know about how insurance or payment is being handled.
Many therapists do not file insurance at all. Some do. You should know
whether or not your insurance is through "managed care" or not. That means
whether or not your therapist is free to make all clinical judgements or whether
your treatment might be modified by your insurance company. This information
is available through your insurance company.
There is huge variety in the way therapists deal with financial matters. Some
will reduce their fee. Some will not. Many therapists also charge for missed
appointments that are not cancelled without appropriate notice (often full-fee
for a session that you just don't show up for and you are not dealing with
illness or an emergency). That agreement should be in the paperwork and
explained to you.
You can ask questions about these topics as you are contacting mental
health professionals as a potential therapist or certainly in an initial session.

3) Boundaries of confidentiality should be discussed and understood in
family and marital work. If the therapist is seeing you and another family
member individually, it is not appropriate for her to reveal what was said when
you were not present. If children or teenagers are being seen, the terms of
confidentiality still pertain.
4) Your therapist should be very clear with you about whether or not they
provide emergency or after hours coverage. You need to know that going
into the relationship. You and your provider need to have a plan on what you
should do in case of emergency.
5) You should know a basic treatment strategy. What that means is that
you and your therapist should be talking about how you will know you are
better – what will that look like pragmatically and emotionally. Alternative
strategies should also be discussed, such as medication, exercise, nutrition,
meditation, substance use and medical issues. There is considerable variety
between the therapy modalities for this. Goals from a psychodynamic
approach may not be similar to those from cognitive-behavioral one. Know the
approach your therapist is using and what those goals are.

6) There are several different mental health degrees that allow people to
practice as "therapists." The training is very different between them.
Psychiatrists are medical doctors. They prescribe. The rest are psychologists,
social workers, licensed professional counselors, marriage and family
therapists. There are other designations. When choosing, you can educate
yourself about the training in the different professions so that you can choose
well for your particular condition. Feel free to ask how much experience a
potential therapist has in working with patients with your particular issue. Ask
what specific techniques they will use to help you get better!
If you do not feel you are improving, look elsewhere! Ask a medical doctor for
other referrals. Frequently, family physicians, pastors or gynecologists have a
referral list of mental health professionals.
All of this does not mean that it is all the therapist's "fault" if you are not
getting better in therapy. It may be that you are not following through with
assignments or recommendations. Not working outside of session. Not doing
your part.

The Seven Commandments of Good Therapy
1. Believe in your therapist's expertise. Enjoy a strong therapeutic
alliance.
2. Know how you are moving toward positive change and meeting
your goals.
3. Know your therapist is attentive and engaged at all times.
4. Know your therapist has excellent personal boundaries. The
therapy is about you.
5. Enjoy ethical, sensible business practices that are explained well.
6. Know that your vulnerability is never compromised. You feel safe.
7. Know that your confidences are being kept.

Good therapy is hard work. It requires effort both inside and outside
the session. A competent therapist is likely to ask you to look at
something difficult or painful. If you are doing your part, you can achieve
wonderful outcomes with the right therapist.
You will know you are getting better. Your symptoms will be improving.
You will be making changes in your behavior that you want and need to
make. Your sessions will feel that they lead to fresh, new ideas and a
sense of a direction. Maybe a depth of understanding that's helpful.
Maybe an emotional insight that takes pressure off or decreases stress.
There are many excellent therapists out there.
I hope you have one. Or find one.

-Dr. Margaret Rutherford
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My Consent to Treatment and
Confidentiality Agreement

MARGARET ROBINSON RUTHERFORD, PH.D.

To My New Patients:
I want to take this opportunity to welcome you to my practice and explain the structure of
therapy sessions. Dependent upon the reason for your entry into therapy, we will decide
together how frequently you need to be seen at this time. As you progress, we will space
sessions out more and more. All sessions will last approximately fifty to fifty-five minutes.
My fee is ($000.00) for the initial diagnostic evaluation, and ($000.00) per session thereafter.
If you are a returning patient who I have seen in the past, these rates will still apply. Patients
wait in the waiting room and I generally run fairly true to schedule. However, if there is
undue delay, please feel free to knock on my door. I ask for twenty-four hour notice for
canceling or changing an appointment, and will charge regular fee for missed appointments
or those canceled without twenty-four hour notice for non-emergent reasons. I of course
realize that emergencies and unexpected circumstances occur and will work with you in
those instances.
I am available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. My cell phone number is given when
you call my regular office number. Please use this option only in a true emergency. I will get
back to you as soon as possible for non-emergency calls, usually within three to four hours
or at least by the end of the day. If I am to be out of town, I will let you know and will have
arranged for emergencies that might arise during my absence. All calls to me are completely
confidential.

I accept assignment on Blue Cross Blue Shield, Arkansas First Source, QualChoice,
Health Advantage, and Blue Advantage. I am on other “provider lists.” Usually we call your
insurance company to obtain that information, but it is a good idea for you to do the same. I
will be happy to file insurance claims for you, even if you are not with these companies. I
have begun to take credit card payment as of 7/2/2013. I also accept checks and money
orders. I send out statements once a month and ask that you keep your balance at a
reasonable amount if payment cannot be rendered at the time of service. I will be happy to
work out payment arrangements with you at any time during treatment. If any financial
problems arise, I encourage you to discuss them with me. If you have any other questions
concerning payment or if there is a problem with insurance coverage, we can discuss your
individual case. I am not a provider for all managed-care plans and in those instances, we
can discuss your options.
Confidentiality is a given within psychological treatment. There are three exceptions to
that rule. First, if clients reveal homicidal or suicidal intent, I am obligated by law to attempt
to prevent those occurrences. Second, I am obligated by law to report ongoing or suspected
ongoing physical or sexual abuse that is reported to me. Third, a subpoena by a court of law
can lead to a lack of client privilege, although not in all cases. In marital and family work, I
will talk with each family member about confidentiality in the family setting and we will agree
at the onset of therapy about confidentiality rules.

I ask for your signature below as consent for psychological treatment and as a sign that
you have read the above statements and agree to their terms. It also indicates that you
have received the privacy policies as required by HIPAA for my practice. I appreciate your
commitment to this process and thank you for your assistance in and understanding of the
necessary policies.
Margaret R. Rutherford, Ph.D.
_________________________
Client/Parent Signature
_________________________

Date: ______________________
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